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A message from President Tim Rogelstad
The best thing about being a utility that serves rural areas is the people in those areas. Our goal is to help
communities and individuals, including our own employees, thrive.
From taking on leadership roles in volunteer organizations to spreading holiday cheer by hanging lights
around town, our employees are active in our communities—and they are the heart of Otter Tail Power
Company. This report highlights our Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) efforts. But what it really
highlights are the efforts our employees put in each and every day.
What makes me proud is watching our employees rise to the occasion, never afraid to take on challenges. If
a storm rolls through our system, everyone steps in to fix what needs to be fixed safely and quickly. They’re
always ready to go, rain or shine, hot or cold.
It’s that willingness to take on new challenges and embrace new opportunities, even in the midst of a global
pandemic, that has allowed us to power communities for more than 100 years and will carry us into the
future. We’re embracing new technologies to provide our customers with the options they need and want.
That also means balancing additional renewables while maintaining reliable, affordable electricity.
We’re fortunate to have access to some of the best wind resources in the world, and we’ve been taking
advantage of that resource for nearly 20 years. Technological advances will allow us to rely more on
renewables like wind and solar and build a cleaner energy future while we support our customers in what
they need to be successful.
It’s about doing the right thing—for our customers and our communities.

Timothy J. Rogelstad
President
Otter Tail Power Company
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Goals

We look to our past with gratitude for where we are

•

and to our future with excitement around change that
strengthens our company and our communities.

Current State

Our owned and contracted energy generation will
be more than 50% renewable by 2025.*

37% in 2021

(Does not include MISO market purchases)

•

We’ll reduce carbon emissions from owned

In 2021 we took steps to ensure our operations are

We retired Hoot Lake Plant in May 2021,

ready for the next leg of our customers’ journeys—

marking the end of 100 years of coal-fired

(Versus 2005 baseline levels)

with reliable, responsible energy that supports them

energy generation at the site.

We’ll reduce carbon emissions from owned

every step of the way.

•

39% reduction

generation resources by 50% by 2025.*
39% reduction

generation resources by 97% by 2050.*

Demand for electricity varies significantly throughout

•

the day, and our flexible energy generation mix
is ready to accommodate those variations while

Our Astoria Station natural gas combustion
turbine came online in April 2021. It provides
reliable backup for our wind and solar

(Versus 2005 baseline levels)

We’ll convert more than 19,500 Minnesota

Complete

streetlights to LED fixtures.

resources as it’s quickly able to generate
electricity in times of high energy demand or
when conditions for renewable generation

*Assumes forecasted dispatch patterns

maintaining reliable service and low cost.

are not ideal.
Carbon dioxide emissions trend (Scope 1)
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We obtained approvals

(MW) solar project we plan to construct near
the recently retired Hoot Lake Plant. The

yet to be determined, and begin the process of

withdrawing from our 35% ownership interest in

1
0

project will generate enough energy to power
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(Target*)
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Station in 2028.
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2050

(Target)

We finalized contracts for the installation of
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). The

Carbon emissions from our owned generation resources are

project will replace more than 174,000 electric

targeted to be 50% lower than 2005 levels by 2025 and 97% lower

meters to enable two-way communication

than 2005 levels by 2050.*

between those meters and our systems.

4.3

*Assumes forecasted dispatch patterns
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the Astoria Station project in 2026, additional

starting in 2022, we expect to complete Hoot
2013 2017 2021 2025 2050
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Lake Solar in 2023.

0.13

coal-fired Coyote Station.

0.13
10,000 homes each year.
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About Us
We are an investor-owned electric utility providing electricity and related services for
residential, commercial, and industrial customers. A subsidiary of Otter Tail Corporation,
Otter Tail Power Company reported $480 million in revenues in 2021. Otter Tail
Power Company is headquartered in Fergus Falls, Minnesota. Otter Tail Corporation has
corporate offices in Fergus Falls, Minnesota, and Fargo, North Dakota.

Tradition. Renewed.
Our customers have trusted us to power their lives for more than a century. Now we’re
transitioning to new technologies and energy sources that will allow us to continue
delivering reliable, affordable, responsible power for decades.
We’re taking action to make sure our customers feel ready for what’s next. Our customers
are bringing their time, skills, and passions to their lives. We’re bringing the power that
supports them on every step of their journey.
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Our Core Values
Our Vision

Our vision is growth and success—for our company
and the rural communities we serve. We collaborate
and prosper through responsible, resourceful action.
We balance community, economic, and environmental
commitments. Always.

Integrity

Safety

Customer focus

work practices.

customer service.

Resourcefulness

Community

People

resources to create strategic, balanced plans.

do business.

environment where all people can thrive.

We conduct business responsibly and honestly.

We provide safe workplaces and require safe

We provide reliable electricity and timely, courteous

Our Mission

Our mission is to produce and deliver electricity as
reliably, economically, and environmentally responsibly
as possible to the balanced benefit of customers,
shareholders, and employees and to improve the
quality of life in the areas in which we do business.

We draw on the ingenuity and expertise of various

We improve the quality of life in the areas in which we

We build respectful relationships and create an
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We serve more than 133,000 customers in a service
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Customers

Community

Economy

Our employees

Employees

Location

area that spans 70,000 square miles in western
Minnesota, eastern North Dakota, and northeastern

Minnesota

433

South Dakota. Our service area is predominantly

North Dakota

199

rural and agricultural.

South Dakota

103

Total employees

735

We generate about one-third of revenues from
residential customers, the remaining from industrial
and commercial customers.

Employees by Category

Total Customers
Minnesota

62,255

North Dakota

59,236

South Dakota

11,809

Total customers

Commercial

199

561

13

1

Full-time

0

7

Part-time

1

0

62,255

133,300

Temporary

103,835
2,664
24,074

Large commercial

844

Streetlighting

650

Governmental agencies

152

Full-time
Part-time

Customers by Category
Farms

Male

Regular

59,236

433

Residential

Female

11,809
103

1,233
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Diversity, equity, and inclusion
and how we achieve individual, business, and
community success.
As an Equal Opportunity Employer with nondiscrimination policies and practices and

Community

Economy

supporting Otter Tail Women Networking and
Integrating Talent (OWN IT) opportunities for

We expect and are committed to diversity, equity,
and inclusion as part of who we are, what we value,

Environment

We provide recruitment materials, including our

women in our company.
•

Powerful Possibilities career guide, to educational

Creating broader candidate pools as we look

institutions and other sources as outreach to

to add new employees to our company and

potential employees, highlighting jobs in customer

providing additional training and tools to

service, engineering, and plant and field operations.

assist managers in attracting and retaining

We have ties to post-secondary programs and

talented employees.

employee involvement in multiple advisory

affirmative action plans, we hold every employee
accountable for their behavior in maintaining a
workplace free of discrimination and harassment.
Otter Tail Corporation’s Code of Business Ethics
and required training help ensure we comply with
all laws regarding employment practices.
In 2021 we took a closer look at our service area and
company demographics. We’re building action plans
for a diverse organization that better represents
the demographics of our service area. Ensuring
we continue to be a company of employees with a

committees at area institutions of higher learning.

2020 Affirmative Action Analysis*
Job Group Name

Female

Male

Total*

Officers

2

6

8

Managers

6

54

60

Supervisors

11

30

41

Senior professionals

11

55

66

Mid-level professionals

31

36

67

Entry-level professionals

29

16

45

0

4

4

74

9

83

variety of ideas, experiences, and perspectives helps

Technicians

us learn and grow, making us even stronger. In 2022

Administrative support

we’re:

Senior craft workers

0

174

174

Mid-level craft workers

0

129

129

Entry-level craft workers

0

58

58

Operatives

0

4

4

conversations.

Service workers

0

2

2

Targeting higher-education scholarships

Laborers

0

10

10

for gender and racial and ethnic minorities,

TOTAL

164

587

751

•

Conducting a four-part inclusive leadership
series for all employees, focused on identities
and culture, unconscious bias, the power
of diverse teams, and culturally sensitive

•

especially in STEM-related fields; attending
career fairs in communities across our service
area that have more diverse populations; and

Recruitment

Racial and ethnic minorities represent 2 percent of our
employee group.
*2021 information was not yet available at the time this report was published.
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01
Energy &
Technology
We’ll continue to be innovative as we transition
to an increasingly clean energy future.
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Our total energy mix
We know there isn’t one power-generation method

Environment

Community

2020

Economy

2030

2050

that meets every need. Diversity in a utility’s
generation portfolio is key to success as energy
market conditions evolve and low-cost energy
opportunities are offered to utilities whose electric
generation can quickly react to real-time market
conditions.
The chart at right reflects our 2020 energy mix,
as well as our 2030 and 2050 energy mix goals,
assuming forecasted dispatch patterns.

35%

21%

0%

Coal

Coal

45%

Market opportunity
purchases

Coal

30%

< 1%
Hydro

Market opportunity
purchases

34%
Wind

1%

Hydro

1%

Gas/Oil

18%
Wind

0%
Solar

4%
3%

Gas/Oil

Other Renewable*

< 1%
Hydro

Solar

Market opportunity
purchases

40%

Wind

3%

Gas/Oil

8%

28%

9%

20%
Solar

Other Renewable*
*Other renewables include future energy efficiency and battery storage (2050 only).
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We retired Hoot Lake Plant on May 27, 2021, marking

capacity from 5 MW to 145 MW. In anticipation

the end of 100 years of coal-fired energy generation

of Hoot Lake Plant’s retirement, the final coal

at the site. Our two remaining coal-fired plants (Big

train arrived on February 23, 2021. The Hoot Lake

Stone Plant and Coyote Station) served 35 percent of

hydroelectric facility will remain in operation.

Economy

our energy needs in 2021.

Respecting the past, looking
to the future
We built Hoot Lake Plant as a hydrogeneration plant
in 1914 and added two units that used coal to create

To replace the energy generated by Hoot Lake Plant,
Merricourt Wind Energy Center and Astoria Station,
a natural gas combustion turbine, fulfill customers’
energy needs as will Hoot Lake Solar, scheduled to
be completed in 2023.

steam in the 1920s. Coal-fired units added in the
1940s, 50s, and 60s increased the plant’s generation

Throughout its 100-year history, Hoot Lake Plant has generated more than
electricity for our customers, company, and communities—it’s been a place where
our employees worked to safely provide an essential service, especially during
times when it was most needed, as well as a place where careers, relationships,
and memories began and grew. The plant is just one example of how our company
has risen to meet the needs of our many stakeholders, but it’s the people and
spirit of our company who truly made it possible. And that legacy of people and
perseverance will remain.
Tim Rogelstad, President

Over the last 15 years, we realized the Hoot Lake unit wasn’t
going to be economically viable in an evolving energy
industry. Retiring this plant was a step in keeping our
commitment to offer our customers low-cost, flexible, and
low-emitting energy options.
Bill Swanson
Supply Engineering & Operations Manager
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Rethinking energy generation
Coyote Station has been a reliable, cost-effective
resource for our customers for 40 years. As more
flexible and economical renewable energy options

Economy

Less is more
Astoria Station provides more capacity than the recently retired Hoot Lake Plant, and it does so while
generating 50% fewer carbon emissions for each megawatt of electricity produced.

have become available, we’ve requested regulatory
approval to withdraw from our 35 percent ownership
interest in this facility in 2028. We’ll continue to
co‑own and operate Big Stone Plant.

Carbon emissions

Resource planning is an ever-evolving process and,
to ensure we continue to provide our customers

Astoria Station produces
50% fewer carbon emissions
for each megawatt
of electricity produced.

with reliable, low-cost electricity, we will continue to
monitor issues that could impact our plan.

Reliable energy, even in
uncertain weather
The wind might not always blow and the sun might
not always shine, but our customers can count

Generation output

on us to provide electricity when they need it. The

Astoria Station provides
more dispatchable
megawatts and can ramp
up quickly as demand
increases.

245-MW Astoria Station ramps up quickly to ensure a
balanced transmission system, even when skies are
calm or cloudy. We completed Astoria Station in
April 2021.
Combustion turbines have been a reliable form of
energy generation for many applications, and the
nimble nature of Astoria Station allows the unit to
quickly change production as demand fluctuates.
The addition of dual fuel capabilities at Astoria
Station will reduce economic risk due to natural gas
price volatility and improve the overall reliability of
the electric grid by ensuring Astoria Station can be
called on for dispatch even if natural gas supply is
disrupted.

Hoot Lake Plant (Retired)

Astoria Station
12
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Renewable
Energy
As the cost of renewable energy decreases while
efficiency increases, we’re investing in renewables.
That means our customers can continue to pay
less for the energy to power their homes than they

Environment

Community

Economy

CANADA

In 2016 we began the process to relicense the five
hydroelectric plants along the Otter Tail River. We
proposed to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

MN

Langdon Wind
Energy Center

(FERC) to relicense the plants as they are today because
relicensing is more cost effective than alternatives for
our customers—and because doing so will maintain
reservoirs where customers and community members

Luverne Wind
Farm

have built homes. In February 2022 FERC issued its
order for a new 40-year license.

would almost anywhere else in the nation.

Ashtabula Wind
Energy Center

Coyote Station

Capturing the sun’s energy

Solway
Combustion
Turbine

Blue Jay Solar

We’ll be constructing a 49-MW solar project near the
recently retired Hoot Lake Plant. Hoot Lake Solar will
generate enough energy to power 10,000 homes
each year.

Ashtabula III

ND

We already owned much of the land needed for this
project. And reusing our transmission interconnection
at the Hoot Lake Plant substation allows us to add
renewable energy to the grid without investing in

Jamestown
Combustion
Turbine

SD

additional, expensive infrastructure.

Blue Heron Solar
Fergus Falls

Merricourt Wind
Energy Center

Big Stone Plant

Hoot Lake Solar
Coming Soon

Harnessing the power
of water
Six small hydroelectric plants in Minnesota, one
on the Mississippi River, and five on the Otter Tail
River account for about 1 percent of our energy
generation. The plants contribute a small portion to
our company’s mix of energy generation resources,
but the reservoirs have become a fixture, especially
in Fergus Falls, where the community has been

Coal

Natural Gas

Wind

Astoria Station

Lake Preston
Combustion Turbine
Headquarters

Combustion

Solar

Hydroelectric

growing and thriving for more than a century.
13
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A natural fit for wind power
In 2021 wind farms in Minnesota, North Dakota, and
South Dakota generated 27 percent of our customers’
energy needs.

Environment

Community

Economy

After years of planning and 17 months of
construction, the 150-MW facility began producing
energy at the end of 2020. The $260 million project
represents the largest capital investment in our
history, and the 75 turbines generate enough energy

Windy skies and miles of wide-open spaces in North
Dakota make Merricourt Wind Energy Center a
prime example of putting the right type of energy
generation in the right place at the right time.

to power 65,000 homes per year.
Merricourt Wind Energy Center helps us to meet
customers’ current and future energy needs following
Hoot Lake Plant’s retirement.

“Merricourt Wind Energy Center uses some of our
nation’s best wind resources to generate clean, lowcost energy,” said Harvey McMahon, Renewable
Energy Construction and Operations Manager.

Why Wind?
A cleaner future. We’re targeting that by 2025:

75
Abundant Supply

65,000

Our customers benefit from 75 wind turbines with the capacity to produce 150 MW.
That’s enough to power 65,000 homes each year.

50% 50%
Our owned and contracted
energy generation will be
more than 50% renewable.*
(Does not include MISO market purchases.)

Our carbon emissions
from owned generation
resources will be 50% below
2005 levels.*

*Assumes forecasted dispatch patterns
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Transmission & Distribution
Generating energy is the first step in getting reliable electricity to our customers. The second step is safely, efficiently,
and reliably delivering that electricity to our customers via our 3,700 miles of transmission lines and 5,800 miles of
distribution lines.
Reviewing the infrastructure we rely on to transmit and deliver electricity is as critical as performing maintenance on
a vehicle. To make sure we’re repairing or replacing infrastructure ahead of potential breakdowns or failure, we’ve

We track our response to interruptions using four reliability performance indicators.
System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI). The number of interruptions lasting more than
five minutes (sustained interruptions) that an average customer experienced during the year.

developed the System Infrastructure and
Reliability Improvements (SIRI) initiative.
SIRI starts with understanding the overall

2021 Capital Projects

Goal

2021 MajorOtter
Projects
Tail Power Company

Actual

2017

2018

2019*

2020*

2021

<1.3

<1.3

<1.3

<1.3

<1.35

1.4

1.31

1.23

1.26

1.24

health of our existing assets and the process
to replace those assets. We increased our

Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI). The average length of time a customer was

spending on replacement transmission and

without service during a sustained interruption.

distribution assets by more than $10 million

2017

2018

2019*

2020*

2021

<62 minutes

<62 minutes

<62 minutes

<69.3 minutes

<70 minutes

61.45 minutes

64.93 minutes

75.2 minutes

66.24 minutes

66.89 minutes

in 2021—an increase of over 40 percent
compared to our traditional annual spend.
In the coming years, we plan to increase our

N O R T H

Goal

D A K O T A

Actual

spend by $15 million (more than 60 percent
over our traditional annual spend) to ensure

M I N N E S O T A

we’re investing in current and future assets and

System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI). The average length of time of sustained interruption
per customer during a year.

technologies to best serve our customers.

S O U T H

2017

2018

2019*

2020*

2021

Goal

<80 minutes

<80 minutes

<80 minutes

<95 minutes

<95 minutes

Actual

86.5 minutes

85.29 minutes

92.5 minutes

83.47 minutes

79.13 minutes

D A K O T A

Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index (MAIFI). The number of interruptions lasting
five minutes or less that an average customer experienced during the year.
2017

2018

2019*

2020*

2021

Goal

<6.5

<6.5

<6.5

<5.5

<5.5

Actual

6.24

6.15

5.11

6.12

4.69

*In 2021 we identified corrections in how we calculate major event days. We’ve updated 2019 and 2020 actuals to reflect correctedcalculations.
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Improved communication for
efficient service

Protecting customer data and
system reliability

We’re known as a leader for our efforts to

The risk of cybersecurity incidents poses a serious

strengthen the electrical grid, having invested

threat to the privacy of customer data and to the

$300 million in backbone projects over the past

reliable operation of the electric system. To mitigate

decade. As the industry transitions to more

risk, we continue to secure and update systems

renewables with higher levels of distribution and

and software and educate and train employees

new energy-storage technologies, we’re committed

on security and awareness. We leverage policies,

to conducting studies and identifying system

processes, controls, and technologies to maintain

improvements to accommodate the generation mix

executive committee reporting to the NERC Board of
Trustees; and the MRO Reliability Advisory Council.

exercises since their inception in 2011 and have

between the meter and our systems.

customers.

Issues Steering Committee, which is the highest-level

We have participated in NERC GridEx grid security

with meters that enable two-way communication

and offer energy- and cost-reduction options for

American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Reliability

Transmission Forum.

2024, replacing more than 174,000 electric meters

systems, allowing us to better understand peak use

Organization (MRO) Board of Directors; the North

And we are a member of the North American

program in 2022 and finish full deployment in

The infrastructure also will integrate data and

We have a vice president on the Midwest Reliability

policies and rules are put in place to protect reliability.

Infrastructure (AMI). We will start with a pilot

updates to customers about restoration efforts.

facilities.

groups and committees to influence and ensure

contracts for installing Advanced Metering

respond faster and more precisely while providing

implement specific programs for sites identified as impacted

Independent System Operator, Inc. (MISO) working

As a result of that exploration, in 2021 we finalized

response and communication—helping us

physical, electronic, and protected-information security and

We participate on numerous MRO and Midcontinent

of the future.

AMI lays the groundwork for improved outage

Economy

been a participant in numerous other emergency

174,000

preparedness exercises at the state and local levels.
Our involvement is integrally tied to managing and
mitigating risk to ensure our company is prepared
to provide reliable operations.
We participate in the Cyber Mutual Assistance

We will replace more than 174,000 electric

(CMA) program sponsored by the Electricity

meters with meters that enable two-way

Subsector Coordinating Council (ESCC). The

communication between the meter and

CMA program is composed of industry cyber

our systems.

experts who can provide voluntary assistance
to each other in advance, or in the event of, a
disruption of electric or natural gas service,
systems, or IT infrastructure due to a cyber
emergency.
16
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02
Environment
Our customers depend on us for energy and our
energy comes from natural resources. We work to
protect these very resources to ensure we safely and
reliably meet the needs of our customers.

17
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Carbon Dioxide
Emissions Trend (Scope 1)
5

State

4

kWh

Minnesota

6,393,903

North Dakota

4,335,181

South Dakota

632,477

Total

11,361,561

Investments in renewable energy and more efficient
technologies have us on track to reduce carbon
emissions from generation resources we own
approximately 50 percent from 2005 levels by 2025
and 97 percent from 2005 levels by 2050, assuming
forecasted dispatch patterns. As of 2021 we’ve cut our
carbon emissions by 39 percent.
Astoria Station, completed in April 2021, burns a cleaner
fuel and is 15 percent more efficient than the recently
retired Hoot Lake Plant.

Astoria Station

as compared to Hoot Lake Plant operating levels

15%

more efficient

90% Giving
2021
fewer nitrogen oxide
emissions

99.9%

50%

CO2 Emissions (Million Tons)

Our business processes, including generating and moving
electricity, require electricity, so our resource mix and
renewable resource use mirrors that of our customers.
Below is our 2021 electrical use, by state.

4.3

3.9
3.7
2.9

3

2.6

2

2.1

1

0.13

fewer sulfur dioxide
emissions
fewer carbon dioxide

0

2005

2009

2013

2017

2021

emissions

2025

(Target*)

2050

(Target*)

*2025 and 2050 targets assume forecasted dispatch patterns.
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Responsible water use
Steam generation requires access to large volumes of
water, and we employ several tactics to responsibly
manage our water use. We reuse 2.1 billion gallons of
water annually with recirculating cooling systems. We
manage water quality to stay within permit limits to
protect environmental and human health. And we had no
water-use violations, fines, or penalties in 2021.
Prior to Hoot Lake Plant’s retirement, we’d used a oncethrough cooling system. Consumptive water refers to
water consumed within the plant, while non-consumptive
water refers to water returned to the Otter Tail River
under Hoot Lake Plant’s water discharge permit. We used
most of our non-consumptive water in our once-through
cooling system, where the water was thermally heated by
condensers but did not come into contact with any other
industrial processes. We discontinued this once-through
cooling with the retirement of Hoot Lake Plant last year.

Environment

Community

Economy

protected areas like the Chippewa National Forest and
several federal wildlife conservation areas.
Humans, and every other species on the planet, rely on
healthy ecosystems for oxygen, clean water, and food
security. Before we invest in new assets or operations,
we often conduct environmental assessments to analyze
potential impacts and protect the biodiversity of our region.
Merricourt Wind Energy Center borders a known
whooping crane migration corridor through North
Dakota. In 2021 we implemented our Bird and Bat
Conservation Strategy at the site, following best
practices to protect whooping cranes and other avian
species by:
•
•

Maintaining biodiversity

•

From Minnesota’s famed 10,000 lakes and forested
regions to the plains of North Dakota and South
Dakota, our service area is environmentally diverse.
Our transmission and distribution lines run through

•

Assigning a dedicated contractor to monitor
whooping crane migration each spring and fall.
Establishing a procedure for shutting down
turbines within two miles of whooping crane
sightings.
Training new and existing employees to identify
and report whooping cranes.
Implementing year-long monitoring of bird and
bat fatalities related to facility operation.

Fresh water resources used in thermal power generation activities

2005

2019

2020

3,200.10

2,142.10

2,314.90

29,535.90

9,138.30

5,979.10

Water withdrawals, consumptive rate (millions of gallons/net MWH)

0.0009

0.0007

0.0009

Water withdrawals, non-consumptive rate (millions of gallons/net MWH)

0.0084

0.0030

0.0024

Water withdrawals, consumptive (millions of gallons)
Water withdrawals, non-consumptive (millions of gallons)
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Giving new life to waste
An important aspect of environmental stewardship
is properly transporting and disposing of the byproducts from our generation facilities. The primary
by-product we manage is coal combustion residuals
(CCR). The American Coal Ash Association estimates
that the electric utility industry generated

Environment

Community

Our plant employees follow strict requirements

Equipment failures and weather events can cause

to maintain and oversee continuous emissions

minor oil spills. The most significant event over the

monitoring equipment that evaluates air-quality

past two years involved a release of approximately

emission data for our Environmental Services

500 gallons of fuel oil that spilled from an above-

department.

ground storage tank in 2020. The spilled fuel oil was

Reporting spills
Despite our commitment to sound environmental

78.6 million tons of CCR in 2019—of which our
facilities generated less than 0.4 million tons.

stewardship, rare accidents and uncontrollable

We are committed to managing our CCR safely and

quickly as possible. We train our employees to be

events occur. When they do, we correct them as

responsibly. In 2018 and 2019 we completed projects
to install state-of-the-art dry ash handling systems
at Big Stone Plant and Coyote Station, allowing us

aware of our environmental permit requirements
and the steps they need to take to stay in
compliance. In the event of noncompliance, we
work with regulators to mitigate the instance and

to close all of our CCR surface impoundments by
removing all of the CCR material. We store any CCR
we cannot beneficially reuse in dry disposal sites
permitted and closely monitored by our Environmental
Services Department and our state agencies.

Economy

adjust processes. In 2021 Environmental Services

contained within a secondary containment dike.
Approximately 90 cubic yards of impacted soil within
the dike was excavated and properly disposed of.
We promptly reported the spill to the appropriate
authorities and worked with the State of North
Dakota to document proper cleanup and restoration.
We are proud of our efforts to comply with all
permits and regulations. During the past two years
we have not received any fines or sanctions from our
regulators.

developed a new training module focused on spill
reporting and cleanup and distributed oil-spill
sampling kits to field crews. The team also operates
a 24-hour spill response line.

We look for opportunities to responsibly reuse our CCR
in useful and appropriate applications, providing it to
third parties for shingle grit and sandblasting media.
Waste Products

2005

2019

2020

Amount of Hazardous
Waste Manifested for
Disposal (in Metric Tons)

0.10

0.61

0.05

Percentage of Coal
Combustion Products
Beneficially Used

17%

17%

29%
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Public Policy
Proposals
Fossil fuel-fired plants are subject to many evolving
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations.
We’re paying particular attention to the following rules
the EPA is developing or has recently developed.

Greenhouse gas regulations
In June 2019 the EPA finalized the Affordable Clean
Energy Rule (ACE Rule). The new rule focused on the
Best System of Emission Reduction improvements that
can be made directly to existing coal-fired facilities
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The D.C. Circuit
ultimately vacated the ACE Rule. In late 2021 the U.S.
Supreme Court subsequently granted a request to
decide the extent of the EPA’s authority to regulate
greenhouse gas emissions from existing power plants.
We’ve taken significant steps to reduce our carbon
emissions intensity across our generating fleet and
continue to look for ways to improve.
We anticipate greenhouse gas regulations will
face ongoing litigation from states, environmental
organizations, and the coal industry, presenting
uncertainty to future rulemaking the EPA advances.

Regional Haze Rule
The Clean Air Act establishes a national visibility goal
to prevent future and remedy existing anthropogenic

Environment

Community

visibility impairment in national parks, wilderness
areas, and wildlife refuges. The EPA’s Regional Haze
Rule requires states to periodically provide plans
demonstrating how they have made, will continue to
make, and reasonable progress toward achieving the
goal to attain natural visibility conditions by 2064.
The first Regional Haze planning period covered the
years 2008 through 2018. During this Regional Haze
planning period, we installed a new air-quality control
system at Big Stone Plant in 2015. The system resulted
in an approximate 90 percent reduction in sulfur dioxide
(SO2) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions. Coyote Station
reduced NOx emissions by approximately 35 percent by
installing separated over-fire air technology.

Economy

35

%
Reduction

in NOx emissions by installing separated
over-ﬁre air technology.

90

%
Reduction

in SO2 and NOx emissions
by installing a new air-quality
control system.

The second planning period covers the years 2019
through 2028. For this planning period, the Clean Air
Act requires continued reasonable progress toward
the national visibility goal. The reasonable progress
evaluation is required to focus on four factors: (1) The
costs of compliance with additional controls, (2) the
time it would take to install the controls, (3) the non-air
-quality environmental impacts of the controls, and
(4) the remaining useful life of the plant.
For the second planning period, both North Dakota
and South Dakota have indicated no additional
controls should be required. Ultimately, the EPA is
required to review and determine approvability of each
state’s Regional Haze plan. We, along with our plant
co-owners, will engage with our states and the EPA
throughout this process. Since the EPA’s final decision is
subject to legal challenges, it could take several years to
have certainty on the second planning period.

Coyote Station

Big Stone Plant
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Energy
Efficiency
& Load
Management
The responsibility for efficient energy use doesn’t

In 2021 the largest investment in energy-

stop once electricity is generated. To help our

conservation programming happened in our

customers conserve energy and manage their

30 years of partnership with customers in Minnesota

electric bills, we educate them on new technologies,

and South Dakota. Minnesota customers saved

provide rate information to help them calculate their

68 million kilowatt-hours (kWh) of energy, and

own operating costs, and encourage participation in

South Dakota customers broke the record set in

energy efficiency programs.

2019 by saving more than 13 million kWh.

Supporting energy
conservation
Our Home Transformer program gives customers
the chance to learn how to increase their homes’
energy efficiency. Program participants receive a
free in-home energy consultation and installation of
energy-efficient equipment such as LED light bulbs,

Thanks to more of our customers partnering with
us in energy-conservation programs in South

Economy

We upgraded more than 19,600 light fixtures
throughout 160+ Minnesota communities
to LEDs, which:
Use 70% less energy.

4-5x

Last four to five
times longer.

Dakota, the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission
approved an increase to our investment in such
programs. We’ll use additional funds to provide
rebates to customers who install energy-efficient
technology or take steps to conserve energy.

Provide optimal lighting for
safer night driving.

faucet aerators, and low-flow plumbing fixtures.
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Integrated building design
Integrated Building Design is a process by which
multidisciplinary teams work together to optimize
the energy efficiency, indoor air quality, and
environmental sustainability of buildings. Architects,
engineers, and energy experts work together toward
clearly defined goals to design a building:
•

With operating costs as low as possible without
sacrifices to occupant comfort.

•

With as little environmental impact as possible.

•

That will boost worker productivity.

•

That incorporates all features with minimal
increases in initial construction costs.

We take the process to another level by providing
additional services for customers and design team
professionals through:
•

Geothermal loop field design training and
support services for architects and engineers.

•

Technical training covering ongoing building
design advancements.

Throughout 2020 and into 2021 we:
•

Environment

Community

Economy

Helping electric vehicles
travel farther

Hallock

Potential electric vehicle (EV) owners often cite
range anxiety as a barrier to purchase. Range
anxiety is the fear of depleting an EV’s battery range
and not having a place to recharge.
We’re working to combat this anxiety and increase
EV adoption by making more charging stations
accessible along major travel corridors. In 2021

Red Lake Falls

Crookston

Erskine
Fertile

Bemidji
Mahnomen

we outlined locations for the 11 direct-current
fast-charging sites we plan to install throughout
Minnesota. These charging sites range in size from
50 to 180 kilowatts and can add up to 100 miles of

Frazee

range in 12 to 40 minutes.
With our EV infrastructure plan, all of our Minnesota
customers will be within 60 miles of a charging
station—and 97 percent will be within 30 miles.

Perham

Pelican Rapids
Fergus Falls

Otterail
Ottertail

Battle Lake

We plan to begin charging-site construction in the
spring of 2022, with sites complete and operating in
two years.

Parkers Prairie
Wheaton

Completed 15 Certified Geoexchange Design

Morris

Trainings.
•

EV charging sites throughout Minnesota

Provided customers, field staff, and design team
members free access to GeoFease, an online

Appleton

geothermal feasibility and evaluation tool.
•

New York Mills

Dawson

Completed detailed feasibility studies for three
local colleges to convert campus-wide heating

DC Fast Charging Network
Partner Level 2 Charging Station

Canby

and cooling systems to geothermal technology.

Lake Benton

EV charging sites throughout Minnesota
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03
Community
Part of our mission is to improve the quality of life in the
areas in which we do business. We participate in our
communities, keep customer needs at the forefront of
our operations, and are committed to the safety of our
employees and customers.
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This has become such a fun event in the
community. Families come out to donate to the
food pantries and to meet local firefighters. We
usually let the kids pick out a set of lights for their
bedrooms along with the outdoor lights.
Amy Hasling
Program Specialist/Coordinator

Community

Economy

Donations &
Volunteerism
In the hearts of our communities, we’re lending
a helping hand—serving on boards of directors,
organizing fundraisers, volunteering our time
and skills, and generously giving.

Lighting up our
communities
Since 2018 we’ve partnered with fire
departments, food banks, and other community
organizations to provide LED holiday lights in
exchange for donations of canned goods or
cash to support the community.
In 2021 we partnered with valued community
organizations to distribute more than

Benefits beyond
the season
Energy efficiency. LED holiday strings
use one-tenth the energy of traditional
incandescent products.
Safety. LED strings operate at much lower
temperatures than incandescent strings,
reducing the risk of fire. The strings also
draw a fraction of the current as compared
to incandescent strings, reducing the risk of
electrical circuit overload.

8,000 strands of holiday lighting for community

Durability. LED lightbulbs and strings are

residents and customers in exchange for cash

less susceptible to breakage during the

totaling more than $1,700 and non-perishable

annual ritual of unpacking lights, hanging

food items totaling almost 4,000 pounds. We

them throughout the home, and packing

delivered the cash and food donations to local

them all back up after the holidays.

food distribution centers.
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The Power of Two
areas to support young minds, invest in our current

Our Power of Two program encourages employees
to be active in their communities, volunteering their
time to their favorite nonprofit organizations.
Any employee who contributes a minimum of
24 hours of personal volunteer time to a
qualifying nonprofit organization is eligible
for one $100 donation made payable to that
organization from the Otter Tail Power Company
Foundation.
We’re expanding the Power of Two in 2022 to
increase the company donation and make it
easier for employees to submit their volunteer
hours for the organizations they support.

and future workforce, create vibrant culture and vital
communities, improve health and human services,
and protect our natural resources.
The Foundation prioritizes charitable giving
that strengthens our communities and provides

2021
Foundation
Giving
Education 					 $112,200

Otter Tail Power
Company Foundation
For more than 100 years, we’ve partnered
with our employees and customers to

Health and human services 		

$46,330

Community enhancement 		

$350,500

Arts and culture 				

$6,500

Environmental stewardship 		

$10,000

Total 				

$525,530

support during times of need. In honor of our
employees, in 2021 the Foundation donated nearly
$60,000 to more than 25 food shelves to address
food insecurity in our communities. And through
employee fundraising and a Foundation match, we
donated approximately $47,000 to support United
Ways throughout our service area.
Our donations have helped local organizations fund
medical and safety supplies; build homes for those in
need; offer student scholarships; provide meals for
those who are hungry; educate young minds; and
support local art, recreation, and nature facilities.

better the areas where we all live and
work. Community giving is carried
out, in part, by the Otter Tail Power
Company Foundation. The Foundation’s
mission is to connect with our rural
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Customer Satisfaction
Exceeding customer expectations
We solicit feedback around customers’ needs and expectations through surveys, focus groups, and direct
contacts, analyzing this information to better improve their experiences with us.
We use Bellomy Transaction surveys to measure transaction-specific satisfaction with customers who have
recently contacted our company. It targets all customer contacts—phone, web, mail, scheduled visits, and
after-hours calls—and measures specific aspects of service provided. We also use web surveys for immediate
feedback on whether web content and navigation meet our customers’ needs.

In late 2021 we launched Otter Voice, an online community of
customers who help us continue providing exceptional service.
Customers who participate in the community offer feedback on our
current practices, preview new programs, and suggest improvements
for our company—allowing us to use direct customer feedback to
design programs focused on solving customer needs.
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operations, equipment, and training. This committee

of ways. Tips and reminders are available on our website,

assists company decision makers by providing

social media properties, and bill inserts, and by calling our

research on procedures, policies, equipment, and

customer service department.

regulations to support decisions and includes

Our COVID-19 response

10 employees from various areas in our company.

Creating a safety culture

Preparing for emergency

The health and safety of our employees, customers,

Safety is one of our company’s core values—and the

When hired, all company power plant workers

COVID-19 pandemic continued through 2021.

receive rigorous safety training, followed by ongoing

Our COVID-19 Preparedness Plan outlines our

refresher sessions and monthly safety meetings.

commitment to providing a safe and healthy

They also hold first aid and CPR certifications.

workplace for all of our employees, customers,

safety of our employees and the public is of utmost
importance. Our goals are to provide safe working
conditions, extensive safety training, and appropriate

and communities was a primary concern as the

contractors, and visitors.

protective equipment to make sure our employees
return home safe and healthy after every day of work.

In addition, Big Stone Plant and Coyote Station have
emergency response teams who receive monthly

In the office, on the road,
and in the field

Management and union representatives work

training on hazardous material handling, firefighting,

together on our safety program and rule book. The

emergency medical technician/advanced first aid,

rule book includes topics like working on or near

high-angle rescue, and confined-space rescue. These

energized equipment sites; hazard communications;

teams also are available to contractors working on

confined space; equipment; lineman practices; and

the respective plant sites.

in monthly safety meetings, job briefings, and

Public safety

work practices. Approximately 400 employees

switching, tagging, and grounding.

We have approximately 375 employees working
in the field and at our plants who participate
other training opportunities to discuss safe

Safety oversight

From safety around electrical equipment to

The Best Operating Practices Committee improves

preparing for severe weather and tree trimming, we

cross-departmental communication related to

provide safety information to customers in a variety

companywide are trained in CPR and first aid.
We hold an Annual Safety Roundtable
for approximately 90 Safety Committee
members, which is more than 10 percent of all

Safety Performance

employees, to discuss ways to improve safety.
2021 Goal

2021 Actual

2020 Average

Otter Tail Power Company

EEI Peers

Lost-time injury rate

0.27 or below

0.13

0.38

OSHA recordable injury rate

1.35 or below

1.88

1.29

Preventable vehicle accidents

2.29 or below

1.10

5.6

*OSHA standard recordable injury calculation: Total number of cases x 200,000 ÷ total number of hours worked.
Preventable vehicle accident rate calculation: Total number of accidents x 1,000,000 ÷ total number of miles driven.
** Edison Electric Institute (EEI)
*** Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

Internal and external speakers address
safety-related topics, and employees
who attend the Safety Roundtable share
the information they learn with other
employees and work groups.
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Annual training
We use an online training program so employees
across the company can complete assigned training
modules as their schedules allow during the calendar
year. The table below lists the human resources,
employment, and security courses we require based
on job classifications.
In 2021 a total of 741 employees enrolled in 10,863
courses; employees completed 10,787 courses, or
99.30 percent. The following table lists the 2021

In Minnesota we were one of 63 employers awarded
2020 Meritorious Achievement from the Minnesota
Safety Council for incidence rates better than the
industry average for at least three years and a
score between 50 and 74 on a 100-point safety
program evaluation scale. Hoot Lake Plant was one
of 52 recipients of the 2020 Award of Honor, which
recognizes incidence rates at least 91 percent better
than the industry average and a score between 91
and 100 on the safety program evaluation scale.

average hours of online training completed per
employee by classification.

Celebrating safety success
The North Dakota Safety Council (NDSC) recognized
Coyote Station for its incredible safety record
with a Workplace Safety Merit Award in late April.
NDSC awards the Workplace Safety Merit Award
to member companies showing an Experience
Modification Rate (EMR) below one for the year 2020.
The EMR is a calculation insurance companies use to
establish a company’s future risk.
In December the South Dakota Safety Council
awarded Big Stone Plant the Governor’s Meritorious
Achievement Award in Occupational Safety. This
award recognizes outstanding efforts in reducing
workplace injuries and illnesses.

Course Title

Number of Employees
Required

Completed

Discrimination-Free Workplace for Supervisor/Manager

108

105

Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace

681

Code of Conduct

Percent
Completed

Employee
Classification

Total Training Number of Average Hours
Hours Employees
Per Employee

Professional

791

142

5.6

97%

Craftworker

2,237

348

6.4

670

98%

Manager

575

105

5.5

719

717

100%

Office/Clerical

485

99

4.9

Lawful Termination and Employee Separation

111

111

100%

Operative

43

9

4.8

Sexual Harassment and Discrimination

580

570

98%

Technical

23

6

3.8

Sexual Harassment Prevention for Managers

106

103

97%

Service worker

10

2

5.0

Violence in the Workplace

681

670

98%

Laborer

10

2

5.0

Lawful Hiring Practices

107

104

97%

Security Awareness Essentials Challenge

776

768

99%

FERC Standards of Conduct

713

704

99%
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04
Economy
Our communities have trusted us to power their lives for more
than a century. Our industrious employees have dedicated their
careers to helping build the economic strength and viability of
those communities. We’re committed to achieving growth and
success for our company and the rural areas we serve.
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Property taxes paid to local jurisdictions ($15,784,723)
Wages and beneﬁts paid to utility employees ($102,064,813)
Interest paid ($27,644,933)
Indirect Economic Value
2021
Tri-state
Vendor
Expenditures
Common and preferred dividends paid to shareholders ($44,527,788)
Amount paid to suppliers and vendors ($448,881,638)

Protecting and improving the quality of life in our

Percentage
of Total
Minnesota
South Dakota
North Dakota

$185,109,043

Interest paid ($27,644,933)
$12,558,624
2.5%

$106,687,827

21.2%

60.6%

Total for Local Vendors

$304,355,494

attractive places to live and do business.

Total Payments to All Vendors

$501,976,794

Total Value Generated = $655,521,992

Property taxes paid to local jurisdictions: $17,609,212

Amount paid to suppliers and vendors: $501,976,794

Interest paid: $33,017,652

and replacement projects as well as ongoing
maintenance and operations support that created
more than $130 million in indirect economic value.

These($448,881,638)
projects include transmission line upgrades,
Amount paid to suppliers and vendors

communities means helping them remain vibrant,

2021 Direct Economic Impact

36.9%

During 2021 we engaged in construction

environmental controls equipment, and various

replacement projects. The table below details the
economic impact of the projects.

2021 Indirect Economic Impact

Total Value Generated = $130,210,230

Labor spending on construction: $8,680,334

Economic development spending: $304,719

New/replacement construction property: $105,706,986

Labor spending on maintenance: $13,664,390
Wages and beneﬁts paid to utility employees: $102,918,334

Rent: $1,853,801
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Our suppliers
We evaluate our suppliers based on cost, safety

We expect suppliers to abide by the Otter Tail

performance, adherence to cybersecurity

Corporation Code of Business Ethics and Federal

requirements, and other applicable

Equal Opportunity requirements. Suppliers must

business criteria.

conform to applicable governmental permits,
cybersecurity standards, licenses and laws; meet or

When we consider our supply chain, we see five

exceed all OSHA requirements; and meet or exceed

primary areas (as pictured on next page) across our

all reporting requirements for the accidental release

three-state service territory.

of hazardous materials.

We work to procure quality goods and services that
meet or exceed our company’s requirements at the
lowest overall cost, while appropriately mitigating the risk
associated with the transaction.
Greg Rausch
Sourcing Manager, Otter Tail Power Company
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Wind farm and combustion turbine sites
Software and information technology hardware,
consulting and maintenance services, and parts and
equipment repair

Coal-fired plant sites
Fuel, fuel transportation, fuel reagents (pebble lime, powdered
carbon, and anhydrous ammonia), operations monitoring and
maintenance services, and engineering services

Purchased power
Capacity and energy from counterparties and the
MISO energy market

Transmission and distribution materials
Poles, conductor wire, fiber-optic communications wire,
connecting and insulating hardware, transformers,
meters, and substation and switchyard construction

Our Energy Supply Chain

services and equipment

Companywide services
Software and information technology hardware,
consulting services, contract labor (including project-based
construction workers), recycling and disposal services, and
communications and miscellaneous equipment
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Average Rate Comparisons (cents per kWh)

Electric Rates
From investments in new technologies and
customers conserve energy at home, we’re focused

6.48

Industrial
Minnesota

Otter Tail Power Company

While we’ve selected low-cost technology,

7.70

Minnesota State Average (MN Power did not report)

infrastructure, and program options to meet
customer needs, they still come with a price. We

9.11
9.39

Commercial

a bill increase of less than 2 percent a year from
2018 through 2027. Our cost-change requests to the

6.75

Industrial

commissions in the states we serve are based on
historical data, and any increases will vary by state,

9.72
10.18

Residential

anticipate all customers averaged together will see

North Dakota

Otter Tail Power Company

year, and size.

7.83

North Dakota State Average

10.38

Residential

9.15

Commercial

6.47

Industrial
South Dakota

Otter Tail Power Company

7.04

South Dakota State Average (Black Hills Energy did not report)

10.29
9.52

Commercial

6.57
6.76

Industrial
Otter Tail Power Company

11.45

9.89

Residential

United States

13.57

10.29
10.38

Commercial

infrastructure upgrades to programs that help
on delivering safe, reliable energy at a low cost.

10.78

Residential

13.14

10.68

United States Average
Source: Typical Bills and Average Rates
Report, Edison Electric Institute, Winter 2021.
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About This
Report

In 2018 our Sustainability Report Team reviewed

shifts in our company’s generation fleet. The MPUC

stakeholder feedback documents and created an

issued its written order in February 2022, and we

initial list of issues. We deemed issues important

expect to implement the final rates by mid-2022.

This is Otter Tail Power Company’s ninth
sustainability report. It has been prepared in
accordance with Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) Standards Core Option, aligned with the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB),
and guided by the Taskforce for Climate-Related
Financial Disclosure (TCFD) framework. We are
reporting on 2021 year-end data, unless otherwise
indicated.
We regularly engage with the following stakeholders
to understand their views on environmental,
social, and governance issues and our long-term
sustainability:
•

Residential, commercial, and industrial customers

•

Employees

•

Shareholders

•

Regulatory agencies

•

Legislators

•

Stakeholders interested in our Resource Plan

Per GRI’s guidance, we identified topics based on
the significance of the organization’s economic,
environmental, and social impacts and their
substantive influence on the assessments and
decisions of stakeholders.

when identified in three or more stakeholder groups.

5. Energy efficiency. We educate customers about

We then shared the issues with relevant internal

energy efficiency, because the less energy our

subject matter experts and with senior management

customers use, the more money they save—and

to secure final approval. While stakeholders raised

the longer we can delay adding more generation

other topics of interest, below are the topics with

resources.

trending feedback.

6. Community engagement. We’re an important
part of the communities we serve. Our employees

1. Reliability. New technology can help us more

serve on city councils, fire departments, school

quickly locate, inform customers about, and

boards, or in other prominent roles. Our charitable

restore electrical outages. Teams are working

contributions support young minds, create vibrant

on this as part of our long-term technology

culture and vital communities, improve health

and infrastructure strategy.

and human services, and protect our natural

2. Customer satisfaction. To keep pace with
evolving customer expectations, in early 2019

resources.
7. Workforce investments. We work with area

we installed a new Customer Information

institutions of higher learning on career

System that allows customers more access

paths and recruiting to ensure we have a

and options related to their energy use and

ready workforce. We also provide training

our services.

and continuing education opportunities for

3. Generation resources. Industry trends show
growing interest in electricity generation and

existing employees to build bench strength
and careers within our company.

environmental impacts. Because this is a topic
of great interest, we dedicated a section of this

When defining key topics to include in this report,

report to it.

we also reviewed issues presented specifically

4. Cost. In 2019 the South Dakota Public

for electric utilities by GRI’s Sector Guidance,

Utilities Commission approved an increase

the Edison Electric Institute, SASB, and TCFD.

in rates, in part to recover costs associated

We plan to execute a formal materiality

with our investments in new technologies

assessment in 2022 and further structure our

and infrastructure. In November 2021 the

report around relevant ESG issues.

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (MPUC)
approved changes to our rates to reflect major
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Forward-looking statement

Otter Tail Corporation’s Board of Directors is

Except for historical information contained here, the

committed to sound corporate governance

statements in this document are forward-looking

policies and practices. Eight board members

and made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions

are independent, including all members of the

of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of

Compensation & Human Capital Management,

1995. The words “anticipate,” “believe,” “could,”

Corporate Governance, and Audit committees. An

“estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “outlook,”

overview of Corporation governance is available

“plan,” “possible,” “potential,” “should,” “will,”

online at www.ottertail.com.

“would,” “target,” “goal,” and similar words and
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking

The Corporation’s Proxy Statement provides

statements and involve known and unknown risks

further information about corporate governance

and uncertainties that may cause our actual results

practices and Committee roles. In regards to risk

in current or future periods to differ materially from

management responsibilities, the Board reviews

the forecasted assumptions and expected results.

with management climate change risk associated

Forward-looking statements made herein, which

with the transition to a lower-carbon economy,

include statements regarding future earnings,

including legislative and regulatory policies

earnings per share, dividend levels and shareholder

associated with the transition, as well as the physical

returns, anticipated levels of energy generation

impacts of climate change and the Corporation’s

from renewable resources, anticipated reductions in

approach to manage these risks (Proxy Statement,

carbon dioxide emissions, future investments and

page 21).

capital expenditures, rate base levels and rate base
growth, future raw material costs, future operating

We acknowledge the release on March 21, 2022,

revenues and operating results, and expectations

of the SEC’s proposed rule on climate-related

regarding the outcomes of regulatory proceedings,

disclosures. We continue our review of the proposed

as well as other assumptions and statements involve

rule and will include related information in future

known and unknown risks and uncertainties that

ESG report updates.

may cause our actual results in current or future

Appendix
Our 2021 ESG report was prepared in accordance
with GRI Standards Core Option, aligned with the
SASB, and guided by the TCFD framework. Please
click the links on this page to access the full data
tables.

periods to differ materially from the forecasted

Economy

4/22

and approvals for cost recovery, seasonal weather
patterns and extreme weather events, counterparty
credit risk, future business volumes with key
customers, reductions in our credit ratings, our
ability to access capital markets on favorable terms,
assumptions and costs relating to funding our
employee benefit plans, our subsidiaries’ ability to
make dividend payments, cybersecurity threats or

Click here to see latest data

͢

Click here to see latest data

͢

Click here to see latest data

͢

Click here to see latest data

͢

data breaches, the impact of government legislation
and regulation including foreign trade policy and
environmental laws and regulations, the impact of
climate change including compliance with legislative
and regulatory changes to address climate change,
operational and economic risks associated with our
electric generating and manufacturing facilities,
risks associated with energy markets, the availability
and pricing of resource materials, attracting and
maintaining a qualified and stable workforce, and
changing macroeconomic and industry conditions.
These and other risks are more fully described in our
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission,
including our most recently filed Annual Report
on Form 10-K, as updated in subsequently filed
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, as applicable.
Forward-looking statements speak only as of the
date they are made, and we expressly disclaim
any obligation to update any forward-looking
information.

assumptions and expected results. The Company’s
risks and uncertainties include, among other
things, uncertainty of the impact and duration of
the COVID-19 pandemic, long-term investment
risk, increased cost or delays in our rate base
investments, the outcome of regulatory proceedings
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